
Glacier arrived in Long Beach, California on 5 April after making
port calls in Montevideo, Uruguay; Rio De Janeiro and For-
taleza, Brazil; and Puerta Vallarata, Mexico.

USNS Maumee loaded petroleum products in the Mediterra-
nean and arrived at McMurdo Station under escort of Polar Star
on 25 January 1985. Maumee moored to the ice pier and Polar Star
nested outboard Maumee to receive fuel (see figure 2). Maumee
delivered 768,400 gallons of marine diesel fuel to Polar Star and
discharged a total of 3,563,450 gallons of petroleum products to
McMurdo Station's storage tanks. Maumee completed refueling
operations, ballasted down, and departed McMurdo Station
with the assistance of Polar Star on 31 January. On 5 February
Maumee arrived in Port Lyttleton, New Zealand, and departed
the following day.

Lyttleton on 25 January, loaded additional cargo for McMurdo
Station and Scott Base and departed for McMurdo on 26 Janu-
ary. Polar Star escorted Green Wave into Winter Quarters Bay on 1
February, and cargo offload and retrograde onload was accom-
plished by 8 February (see figure 3). Green Wave delivered a total
of 6,272,000 pounds of cargo to McMurdo Station this season.
Green Wave departed McMurdo Station on 9 February and ar-
rived in Port Lyttleton on 18 February after a 3-day delay due to
a main propulsion engineering casualty experienced while un-
derway. On 22 February, after waiting for engineering spare
parts, Green Wave departed for Port Hueneme, California, and
arrived on 11 March.

The cargo ship operations were supported by a National
Science Foundation agreement (CA-165) with the Department of
Defense. Icebreaker operations were supported by a National
Science Foundation agreement with the U.S. Coast Guard.

Figure 2. USNS Maumee prepares to take USCGC Polar Staralongside
for refueling at the McMurdo Ice Pier. (U.S. Navy photo.)

M/V Green Wave moored at Port Hueneme, California, on 2
January 1985 to load cargo for McMurdo and departed for Port
Lyttleton, New Zealand on 9 January. Green Wave arrived in Port

Figure 3. M/V Green Wave off-loading cargo at the McMurdo Ice Pier.
(U.S. Navy photo.)
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Meteorological data recorded throughout Antarctica is very
sparse. Over this 5.4-million-square-mile continent, only 12
stations record synoptic weather data on an annual basis:
Amundsen-Scott, Casey, Davis, Dumont d'Urville, Mawson,
McMurdo, Mirnyy, Molodezhnaya, Palmer, Sanae, Syowa, and
Vostok. During the austral summer, personnel at various field
camps also provide basic weather data, which greatly increases
synoptic coverage. Because there is such a paucity of weather
data available, it is vital that all data is transmitted in a timely
manner so that other stations may use the information in their
analysis. Because flight operations depend on minimum

weather criteria, one weather observation can make the dif-
ference between a successful or an aborted mission.

The most significant aspect of weather observing is the de-
gree of human interpretation involved. The natural and man-
made landmarks found at other worldwide locations are absent
in Antarctica. Bases of clouds are difficult to estimate and snow-
fall accumulation is virtually impossible to measure. During a
snow storm accompanied by high winds, the observer cannot
determine how much snow is falling and how much snow is
blowing. In good weather, visibility tends to be phenomenally
good in Antarctica (greater than 64 kilometers); however, dur-
ing a storm, the absence of nearby natural landmarks may make
accurate visibility reporting difficult. Fog or ice fog (which oc-
curs only at temperatures less than - 25°C) is usually localized
and patchy. Reporting sector visibilities is very common but can
be difficult for an inexperienced observer.

The rapid changes in the weather also make forecasting and
reporting difficult. The weather is observed at 15 minutes before
the hour can change completely by 5 minutes after the hour,
requiring a special observation. During an antarctic storm,
rapid temperature changes and pressure fluctuations are com-
mon. It is impossible to reflect these changes in a single weather
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observation. The accurate reporting of these rapid weather
changes becomes crucial to the continuous modification of cli-
matological data. The climatology base for McMurdo Station is
only 28 years, an extremely short period for weather archiving.

Topographical features can significantly modify weather in
Antarctica. Near McMurdo Station is a 1,200-kilometer hill (Ob-
servation Hill) which significantly influences the wind flow
within the McMurdo Station area. The skiway, located 12.8
kilometers south of McMurdo Station at Williams Field, is not
affected by obstructions. Because Observation Hill influences
the wind direction at McMurdo Station, it would not be possible
to forecast (from McMurdo Station) the microscale wind direc-
tion changes at Williams Field. In December and January, the
incidence of fog greatly increases because of open water near
Ross Island. Although dense fog is not common within the
McMurdo Station area, it can lower the visibility to zero at
Williams Field. Observing and reporting the fog there is diffi-
cult due to the great variance of visibility experienced over short
periods. The fog may completely blanket the skiway for 15
minutes, move off the skiway for an hour, then move back over
it for the next hour.

Depending on the direction a storm is coming from, the
weather between McMurdo Station, Williams Field, and Marble
Point Air Facility (50 miles west-northwest of McMurdo) can be
radically different. It is not uncommon to observe fog at
Williams Field reducing visibility to near zero, to have visibility
of nearly 2 miles at McMurdo Station, and to have Marble Point
unrestricted. The table depicts the differences in weather fac-
tors during one November storm. This storm was caused by a
surface low located in the McMurdo Sound vicinity extending
southward along a trough paralleling the Transantarctic
Mountains.

Because there is so little synoptic weather data collected by
the various nations within the Antarctic, it is imperative that this
data be transmitted and received by other users in a timely
manner. McMurdo Station transmits weather observations from
Williams Field, Byrd surface camp, and South Pole Station on a
regular basis throughout the austral summer. The data is sent
out on CAA circuits through the communications center at
McMurdo Station to Wellington, New Zealand. Weather Well-
ington forwards all bulletins to Weather Melbourne, and they
are subsequently transmitted via satellite to AWN Carswell Air
Force Base, Texas, for national distribution.

Meteorological data from outlying field camps is received in
McMurdo Center via voice communciations on an irregular
basis, varying from hourly to daily observations. This data is not
transmitted from McMurdo Station. Reception of data at ant-
arctic stations via high-frequency radio circuit is affected by
atmospheric conditions, especially solar flares and Sun angles.
Under normal conditions, receiving weather data at McMurdo
Station is fairly routine. Unfortunately, if weather data is not
received, there are no methods available to trace the data or ask
for a retransmission. Therefore, if data from one or more of the
reporting stations is not received, the data was either not en-
tered into the communications system or lost due to at-
mospheric conditions. Obviously, any loss of data directly influ-
ences the degree of accuracy of analysis and resulting forecasts.

Table 1. Differences in weather factors during a November storm

Wind direction
(degrees true)

Visibility! Temperature	and
Sky Condition	 Weather	(in °C)	speed in knots

Ice runway
12Z Indefinite ceiling	3NMa!Snow	- 11	04010
15Z E15 BKN 45 BKN	15NM/Snow	—9	04006
18Z Partial obscuration	2NM/BS	—6	19015G20

60 BKN

McMurdo Station
12Z Indefinite ceiling	3NM!Snow	—10	08004
15Z 20 BKN	 40NM!	—9	03012
18Z 25 SCT 35 BKN	40NM!	—8	19010

Marble Point Air Facility
12Z Partial obscuration	3-4NM!BS	- 11	17007

6 OVC
15Z Not available
18Z 20 SCT 70 BKN	25NM!	—8	Calm

a "NM" denotes "nautical miles."

Table 2. Differences in weather conditions at Williams Field and
Marble Point

Visibility!	Temperature
Sky condition	 Weather	(in °C)	Wind

Williams Field
12Z Indefinite ceiling	1!8NMa!Fog	—3	Calm
15Z Indefinite ceiling	1!16NM/Fog	—3	Calm
18Z Indefinite ceiling	1!16NM'Fog	—4	Calm

Marble Point Air Facility
2Z Partial obscuration	1 1!2 NM/Fog	5	Calm
15Z Not available
18Z 5 SCT	 40NM!	 2	Calm

Conditions are favorable with a northeast flow over open water for advec-
tion!radiation fog.

a "NM" denotes "nautical miles."

Weather observing in Antarctica is unlike anywhere else in
the world. Forecasters receive so little data, that any and all data
must be carefully scrutinized. The weather observations that are
recorded must be transmitted promptly and correctly for other
antarctic forecasters to use. As more sophisticated communica-
tions systems are developed for use in Antarctica, the reliability
of receving meteorological data from the continent will
increase.
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